
LTS Session 1
1. Line all skaters up along the boards of the players boxes, so they will end up skating to the other end of the ice near the stands.

a. In order to have a smoother process of getting skaters lined up along the boards, please use both doors to the ice (main and door in between 
boxes)

2. As a whole group, practice falling down, getting onto all 4’s like a “puppy dog”, putting one knee up, pushing off of the knee to stand- all coaches 
should be helping and demonstrating

a. Do this about 3-4 times together as a group
b. Have skaters march to the other side- do this a couple times to determine who is moving fast and slower
c. As skaters are marching from side to side divide skaters into 5 groups of 10 (or based on numbers divide as evenly as possible), putting the 

skaters that were skating quickly in one group and those that are moving slower in one group. The other 3 groups will be those that are in 
the middle. 

d. While groups are being created have someone waiting in each grouping area to start playing “Duck, Duck, Goose” with the skaters as they 
are being sent to that area. Once all skaters have been divided into their groups begin working on the list of provided skills. Follow the 
progression of skills.

e. As skaters are being divided, have one person go to each group and put colored tape on each skater’s helmet, so they know what group they 
are in moving forward. Coaches can then refer to groups by colors and all skaters should know what color they are. 

3. The last 5 minutes, have all skaters line up on the boards and always end with shouting, 1, 2, 3, Wildcats. 
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LTS Session 2
1. Skaters should be in set groups for this session based on Session 1. Have groups made; should have colored stickers on their helmets for 
which group they are in. 
2. Direct the skaters with colors on their helmets that are more advanced to enter the ice from the door at the center and the colors that are 
less advanced to enter the ice from the doors closest to the concession stand. 
3. Line all skaters up along the boards of the players boxes, so they will end up skating to the other end of the ice near the stands.
4. As a whole group practice falling down, getting onto all 4’s like a “puppy dog”, putting one knee up, pushing off of the knee to stand. Do this 
about 2 times together as a group. New to skating group may not be able to participate in whole group and may just have to start in their 
own group.

a. Have skaters march down and back 2 times.
b. Practice touching toes standing still and moving one time. 

5. Split into their colored groups. Keep each color in the same spot on the ice for the duration or Learn to Skate. Follow the progression of 
skills for each group.
6. Always end lined up against the boards to help with a smooth exit from the ice, before exiting shout, 1, 2, 3, Wildcats as a group. Use both 
doors again for a smooth exit.
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LTS Session 3
1. Using the same process of getting students on the ice as Session 2, line all skaters up 

along the boards of the players boxes, so they will end up skating to the other end of 

the ice near the stands.

2. Demonstrate a ready position; go through and make sure all skaters have a nice 

ready position; incorporate before every skill in whole group & in split groups

a. Practice falling down and standing back up.

b. Practice marching down to the other side and back.

c. Practice touching toes & dips, down and back. 

3. Split into groups and continue with working on skills in their levels. If skaters are 

progressing, continue up with the skills in the next levels. Move skaters around to 

different groups if their skills are progressing more than the rest in their group.

4. Always end lined up along the boards and shout, 1, 2, 3, Wildcats as a group. Use 

both doors for a smooth exit. 



LTS Session 4
1. Using the same process of getting students on the ice as Session 2, line all skaters up along 

the boards of the players boxes, so they will end up skating to the other end of the ice near 

the stands.

a. Demonstrate a ready position; go through and make sure all skaters have a nice ready 

position; incorporate before every skill in whole group & in split groups

b. Practice marching to the other side and back.

c. Practice touching toes & standing back up standing still & moving down to the other side 

and back

d. Scooter Pushes- pushing with 1 foot, while the other foot stays stationary; do this down 

and back for both feet

2. Split into groups and continue with working on skills in their levels. If skaters are progressing, 

continue up with the skills in the next levels. Move skaters around to different groups if their 

skills are progressing more than the rest in their group.

3. Always end lined up along the boards and shout, 1, 2, 3, Wildcats as a group. Use both doors 

for a smooth exit. 



LTS Session 5
1. Using the same process of getting students on the ice as Session 2, line all skaters up along 

the boards of the players boxes, so they will end up skating to the other end of the ice near 

the stands.

a. Demonstrate a ready position; go through and make sure all skaters have a nice ready 

position; incorporate before every skill in whole group & in split groups

b. Practice touching toes & standing back up standing still & moving down to the other side and 

back

c. Scooter Pushes- pushing with 1 foot, while the other foot stays stationary; do this down and 

back for both feet

2. Split into groups and continue with working on skills in their levels. If skaters are progressing, 

continue up with the skills in the next levels. Move skaters around to different groups if their skills 

are progressing more than the rest in their group.

3. Play sharks and minnows as a whole (make a judgement on which groups are ready for this), for 

the last 5-10 minutes or so.

4. Always end lined up along the boards and shout, 1, 2, 3, Wildcats as a group. Use both doors for a 

smooth exit. 



LTS Session 6
1. Using the same process of getting students on the ice as Session 2, line all skaters up along the 

boards of the players boxes, so they will end up skating to the other end of the ice near the 

stands.

a. Demonstrate a ready position; go through and make sure all skaters have a nice ready 

position; incorporate before every skill in whole group & in split groups

b. Scooter Pushes- pushing with 1 foot, while the other foot stays stationary; do this down and 

back for both feet

c. 1 Foot Glides-  both feet

d. Forward Swizzles- 1 time across

2. Split into groups and continue with working on skills in their levels. If skaters are progressing, 

continue up with the skills in the next levels. Move skaters around to different groups if their skills are 

progressing more than the rest in their group.

3. Play sharks and minnows as a whole, (make a judgement on which groups are ready for this) for 

the last 5-10 minutes or so.

4.Always end lined up along the boards and shout, 1, 2, 3, Wildcats as a group. Use both doors for a 

smooth exit.   



LTS Session 7
1. Using the same process of getting students on the ice as Session 2, line all skaters up 

along the boards of the players boxes, so they will end up skating to the other end of the 

ice near the stands.

a. Demonstrate a ready position; go through and make sure all skaters have a nice ready 

position; incorporate before every skill in whole group & in split groups

b. Scooter Pushes- pushing with 1 foot, while the other foot stays stationary; do this down and 

back for both feet

c. 1 Foot Glides- both feet

d. Forward Swizzles- down and back

2. Split into groups and continue with working on skills in their levels. If skaters are progressing, 

continue up with the skills in the next levels. Move skaters around to different groups if their 

skills are progressing more than the rest in their group.

3. Play sharks and minnows as a whole, for the last 5-10 minutes or so.

4.Always end lined up along the boards and shout, 1, 2, 3, Wildcats as a group. Use both doors 

for a smooth exit. 



Skill Progressions: Level 1 

- Fall down
- Stand Up
- March w/out assistance

Activities/Games:
- Head, shoulders, knees & toes
- Throw small stuffed animals & have skaters pick them up & put 

them back in a bucket- crawling is to be expected sessions 1-3
- Duck, duck, grey duck/goose
- Create obstacle courses that require skaters to march under, over, 

or around things- this should be able to be done for sessions 4-7 
for skaters that are ready for this



Skills Progression: Level 2
- Fall Down
- Stand Up
- March w/out assistance
- Ready Position
- Forward Swizzles

- Tip: Draw an oval on ice, almost like 2 
parenthesis (), & have skaters rock back 
& forth on it; skaters start in a V (heels 
touching) & move their feet to an A (toes 
touching)

- Dip- touching toes & standing back up
- 2 Foot Glide
- 2 Foot Jump in Place & Moving- keep 

hands out in front of you
- Backward Wiggle
- Make snow in prep for stopping- draw 

a star on ice & have skaters shave it off 
& hang on to boards to make snow

- Snowplow stops

Games/Activities: 
- Red Light, Green Light:  incorporate different skills for yellow & 

green light (ex. swizzles for yellow)
- Obstacle Courses: 

- Lay out hockey sticks and gloves/cones. Have skaters try to 
step over the sticks and have them march around 
gloves/cones.

- Set up a line of cones off out from the wall, then from off 
the end of the cones to the right, draw a 7-10ft squiggly 
line. Instruct skaters to skate/march around the cones, 
wiggle backwards for the length of the squiggly line, then 
turn forward & skate back to wall doing a forward dip.

Cones

Backward 
Wiggles

Dip back to the wall



Skills Progression: Level 3
- 2 Foot Control/Hockey Turn- both directions around 

cones
- 1 Foot glides- each foot in a straight line; can hold 

steady for 3 counts
- 1 foot glides- inside edge around cone; can hold steady 

for 3 counts
- Forward Swizzle- no steps in between, continuous 
- Backward Swizzle
- Glide Backwards in Ready Position
- 1 Foot Snow Plow Stops- both feet
- Straight Line 1 Foot Pushes
- Full Strides- alternating pushes, straight line, coming 

back to ready position in between
- Consecutive Inside Edges: do them down a line

Games/Activities: 
- Red Light, Green Light: incorporate 

different skills for yellow & green light (ex. 
swizzles for yellow)

- Relay Races: Use relay races, but have 
skaters complete different skills 
throughout

- Example (this is only an example, 
you can use any combination of 
skills): Forward swizzles down, 1 
foot glide on an inside edge around 
cone, backward swizzles on way 
back

- Tip for 1 Foot Pushes, Strides & 1 Foot 
Glides: If skaters are having trouble 
controlling their arms/shoulders, have 
skater place their arms in a frame 
position, so on top of eachother in front of 
them making a square. 


